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Abstract:
In this talk, I will present a new localized magnetic field generating system consisting of microcoils
in two different layers of a printed circuit board that can be used for the independent control of
multiple magnetic microrobots for micro-factory applications. Such a system will allow for
cooperative or parallel microassembly tasks with teams of magnetic microrobots. We have
modeled and characterized the performance of the microcoils in the workspace by analyzing the
effects of input current and substrate layer position. The interactions between the magnetic
microrobots that affect their motion in the workspace were also studied. The local magnetic field
generates sufficient forces in the workspace to enable the control of multiple microrobots in the
workspace. We have also integrated an A* based graph search algorithm with our automated
computation of local magnetic fields to ensure the successful navigation of a robot in a realistic
workspace with multiple obstacles. Finally, we present experimental results that showcase the
capabilities of the localized magnetic field generating system
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